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FOREWORD

T H E short-form accountant's report or certificate recommended by the committee on auditing procedure of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in 1948, and
now in general use, summarizes the accountant's representations as to
the scope of the examination in these two significant statements:
(1) "Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards," and (2) the examination, "accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances."
Auditing Standards

During recent years the committee has given a great deal of consideration to the definition of generally accepted auditing standards.
In 1947, it issued a special report, Tentative Statement of Auditing
Standards, in which it presented the results of its deliberations up to
that time. In September 1948, a summary of generally accepted
standards, as presented in that report, was adopted by the membership
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. In November 1949, the membership of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants also approved Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 23
(Revised), Clarification of Accountant's Report When Opinion Is
Omitted. In 1954, the committee issued a revised report on auditing
standards under the title, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards, in
which the substance of Statement No. 23 (Revised) was added to the
7
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previous summary of auditing standards. The revised summary is as
follows:
General Standards
1. The examination is to be performed by a person or persons having
adequate technical training and proficiency as an auditor.
2. In all matters relating to the assignment an independence in mental
attitude is to be maintained by the auditor or auditors.
3. Due professional care is to be exercised in the performance of the
examination and the preparation of the report.
Standards of Field Work
1. The work is to be adequately planned and assistants, if any, are
to be properly supervised.
2. There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the existing internal
control as a basis for reliance thereon and for the determination of the resultant extent of the tests to which auditing procedures are to be restricted.
3. Sufficient competent evidential matter is to be obtained through inspection, observation, inquiries and confirmations to afford a reasonable
basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under examination.
Standards of Reporting
1. The report shall state whether the financial statements are presented
in accordance with generally accepted principles of accounting.
2. The report shall state whether such principles have been consistently
observed in the current period in relation to the preceding period.
3. Informative disclosures in thefinancialstatements are to be regarded
as reasonably adequate unless otherwise stated in the report.
4. The report shall either contain an expression of opinion regarding
thefinancialstatements, taken as a whole, or an assertion to the effect that
an opinion cannot be expressed. When an over-all opinion cannot be expressed, the reasons therefor should be stated. In all cases where an auditor's name is associated with financial statements the report should contain
a clear-cut indication of the character of the auditor's examination, if any,
and the degree of responsibility he is taking.
Auditing Procedures

A consideration of the foregoing summary of standards will indicate that auditing procedures are the means by which the independent
auditor attains or complies with the generally accepted auditing
standards applicable to field work. Auditing procedures are so numerous and should be varied so greatly to meet particular circumstances
that it is not possible to make an enumeration of procedures which
would be applicable generally, or even widely. It is natural that this
is the case because if the examination of accounts and financial state-
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ments could be reduced to a stereotyped check list of instructions,
there would be no need for a public accounting profession. Experienced professional judgment determines the scope and nature of audit
procedures to be followed in each individual engagement.
It is the view of the committee on auditing procedure that the
most satisfactory method of presenting auditing procedures is through
case studies illustrating the auditing procedures adopted and applied
in actual examinations. Accordingly, an invitation has been extended
to a number of practicing accountants requesting each to submit a
comprehensive description of audit work performed on a complete
engagement. The following excerpts from a memorandum submitted
for the guidance of those preparing case study manuscripts indicates
the general nature of the studies:
"The principal objective of the committee on auditing procedure, in
publishing the series of case studies, is to illustrate typical procedures by
which the independent public accountant complies with generally accepted
auditing standards in specific situations. Because of the great variety of
situations found in performing audit work for different organizations, the
public accountant must select and apply those procedures which he feels
are necessary and most appropriate in the circumstances. The exercise of
sound judgment in the light of the facts of the particular case is of paramount importance in meeting the profession's standards. For that reason, it
is believed that case studies, giving rather complete information as to the
auditing procedures employed and indicating the considerations involved
in selecting and applying those procedures, will do much not only to assure
the continuance of high standards within the profession but also to assist
those preparing to enter it."
"The pattern that has been established for the case studies is to cover
an entire examination selected by the author from a case within his own
practice. Using such a case as a basis, the author has prepared an audit
program to describe the work which actually took place. In this connection,
it is important that actual procedures should be described even though the
author may feel upon reconsideration and with the benefit of hindsight that
certain modifications of the program should have been made. The principal
purpose of the case study material is to illustrate current practices and not
to set forth perfect or ideal models which might be misleading and perhaps
even dangerous to hold out as representative of current practice."
"The case studies so far issued have described the audits in considerable
detail. There has been some feeling among committee members, however,
that a large proportion of that detail could well be reduced in future case
studies by omitting detailed descriptions of procedures which are pretty

10
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much the same in all audits and by concentrating instead upon the phases
of the audit which, in the author's opinion, are somewhat distinctive to
the particular engagement."
The accompanying case study describes the auditing procedures
which were actually followed by a practitioner in a particular instance.
The procedures used may be applicable only due to particular circumstances surrounding the examination; furthermore, alternative
procedures might conceivably have been used to accomplish the general audit objectives. This case study has not been reviewed by the
various members of the committee and is not intended as a representation of the views of the committee on auditing procedure.
The committee hopes that the case study material will serve a useful
purpose not only within the profession, but also in the various colleges
and universities throughout the country which offer advanced instruction in accounting and auditing subjects.
Committee on Auditing Procedure
January, 1958
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A MEDIUM-SIZED
"SMALL LOAN" COMPANY

HISTORY, NATURE. AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE BUSINESS

The company was originally incorporated in 1945, and has grown
rapidly from the original office in one city to its present status of ten
offices in the same number of cities. It operates under the various state
uniform small loan acts, which limit the amount of money which may
be loaned to each individual to not more than $500.00, and fix the
minimum and maximum interest charges based upon the monthly
outstanding balance. The company is also licensed to operate under
laws regulating loans other than small loans in some states, although
the volume of loans under this license is relatively small. The company's loans are secured by household goods, automobile titles, conditional sales contracts, etc. "Unsecured" signature loans are also
made. In addition, the company is licensed in certain of its locations
to engage in "retail financing" through the purchase of conditional
sales contracts from dealers in appliances, furniture, automobiles, etc.
The President, Vice President, and Treasurer are in close touch
with the details of the business. All of these officers have been with
the company since its inception. They are familiar with the details of
the business and maintain close contacts with the various offices. The
central office personnel includes two internal auditors, a bookkeeper,
and five clerks. Branch office personnel consists of a branch manager in each office and the clerical help and collection personnel
necessary for each location.
The following financial statements indicate the size of the company
and the types of accounts involved in the small loan business:
11

BALANCE
December
ASSETS

$ 298,266

CASH
LOANS RECEIVABLE

Installment notes—Note A
Small loans
Industrial loans
Retail installment contracts
Less:
Allowance for losses
$58,641
Unearned discount on retail installment contracts ($39,392),
and amounts due to dealers
($2,913)
42,305

$1,330,049
542,836
405,928
$2,278,813

100,946

2,177,867

REPOSSESSIONS

Balances arising from repossessed
chattels (carried at the lower of
unpaid loan balance or current
market price of chattel)

7,420

OTHER ASSETS

Cash surrender value of life insurance
Sundry deposits and accounts

$

8,480
2,385

10,865

At cost
Less allowances for depreciation
and amortization

$ 135,953
38,162

97,791

FIXTURES, EQUIPMENT, AND
LEASEHOLD IMPROVEMENTS

DEFERRED CHARGES

Unamortized debt discount and
expense
Prepaid insurance
Prepaid interest

$ 10,720
2,917
2,000

12

15,637
$2,607,846

SHEET
31, 1957

NOTES PAYABLE—to

banks

LIABILITIES

$ 600,000

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED EXPENSES

Trade accounts
$ 26,766
Salaries, pay roll taxes, and amounts withheld
from employees' compensation
11,660
Property taxes
3,179
Interest
5,625
Dividends on preferred stock
21,500

FEDERAL TAXES ON

52,000

INCOME—estimated

4 ½ % DEBENTURE BONDS

Maturity My 1, 1960
Maturity July 1, 1961

68,730

$250,000
250,000

500,000

Preferred Stock, 5% cumulative, par value
$100.00 a share:
Authorized 15,000 shares, issued and out$860,000
standing 8,600 shares
Common Stock, no par value, stated amount
$10.00 a share:
Authorized 25,000 shares, issued and out134,000
standing 13,400 shares
Capital in excess of stated amount of Com75,529
mon Stock
Retained earnings
317,587

1,387,116

STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY

$2,607,846
See notes to financial statements.
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STATEMENT OF
INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS
Year ended December 31, 1957

Operating revenue
Interest on installment notes—Note A
Earned discount on retail installment contracts
Insurance commissions
Sundry
Cost of borrowings
Interest—debenture bonds
Interest—other
Amortization of debt discount and expenses

$506,775
96,080
27,830
1,835
$632,520
$22,500
28,427
6,500

Operating expenses

57,427
$575,093
464,902

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES

Federal taxes on income—estimated
Taxes payable for the year
Less overprovision for prior year

$110,191

$52,000
153
NET INCOME

Retained earnings at beginning of year
Cash dividends declared on Preferred Stock—$5 a share
RETAINED EARNINGS AT END OF YEAR

See notes to financial to statements.
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51,847
$ 58,344
302,243
$360,587
43,000
$317,587

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1957

Note A — In accordance with the company's established policy of
recording interest only as received, no accrued interest
on installment notes receivable is included in the financial statements.
Note B — The indenture under which the debentures were issued includes provisions restricting the issuance of additional
debentures and the acquisition of capital stock of the
company. The indenture further provides that the aggregate amount of all borrowings shall not exceed 150%
of the stockholders' equity.
Note C — The terms of issuance of the preferred stock provide,
among other covenants, for certain limitations on the
payment of cash dividends on common stock.

15
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INTERNAL CONTROL AND A C C O U N T I N G PRACTICES

In planning the work to be done each year, a general review of the
internal control and accounting procedures is first made. Our permanent working papers files contain the following outline of the procedures in effect which is revised annually for any current year
changes:
Accounting and Statistical Records

The following accounting and statistical records are maintained
by the company:
General ledger
General journal
Cash receipt record
Cash disbursement record
Daily reports from branch offices
Loan cards—a "white" file and a "buff"
file in each loan office. The "white" files
are maintained alphabetically and the
"buff"filesare maintained by due date of
payment.
Day books—a record of the number of
loans, daily and cumulatively by categories, and total volume of business.
These records are used for preparation of
the statistical data exhibited on the last
pages of this study and for daily summaries prepared for management.
Loan cards, copies of the daily reports, and the day books, are located
in the various offices; all other data is maintained in the home office.
Loan Procedures

Small

Loans

Each new customer makes application for a loan on a standard
form listing his employment, credit history, references, and other
pertinent information. References and employment data are checked
and credit ratings are obtained. If these are satisfactory, final approval
of the loan is then made by the branch manager or an officer of the
company. The customer is requested to sign the note and, in some
cases, a chattel mortgage. The loan amount is then paid in cash or by
check to the borrower. In cases where an existing loan to another
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finance company is being paid off, a check is issued to that finance
company for that portion of the loan. The borrower is given a passbook showing due date and total amount of each payment. The company records only the principal amount of the installment notes, and
records interest on these notes only as and when it is received.
At the same time the borrowers' passbook is prepared, copies for
the loan office files are made on white and buff ledger cards. The
white cards are placed in an alphabetical file, and buff cards are
maintained by the due date of payment. A large envelope, "loan
jacket," is prepared for each borrower and all other data connected
with the loan is placed therein.
Industrial Loans

The industrial loan procedure is substantially the same as small
loans.
Retail Installment Contracts

Retail installment contracts are secured through purchase of conditional sales contracts from dealers in appliances, furniture, automobiles, etc. The contracts include the selling price of the merchandise, less the down payment and plus a carrying charge. The dealer is
reimbursed in an amount equal to the selling price of the merchandise, less the down payment. Arrangements with most of the dealers
are made whereby a two per cent premium on paper purchased is
also paid to them, and in most cases the premium is withheld until
the contract is paid in full. If the account is subsequently charged off
the amount withheld is offset against the bad debt loss.
Generally, in transactions with dealers in which no amount is withheld, if the account becomes uncollectible, the dealer repossesses the
merchandise and pays off the principal balance. Exceptions are made
on certain uncollectible loans if the loan balance is excessive in relation to the anticipated recovery on the merchandise repossessed. In
such instances, settlement is postponed until such time as the merchandise is sold. The loss is then shared by both parties; except that repossession expenses are borne by the dealer.
Retail installment contracts are originally established on the records
at an amount that includes interest charges and the contra credit for
these charges is made to an "unearned discount" account. The com-
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pany computes the earned discount monthly on the retail installment
contracts by using the following formula:
C
ED = (
X D) — R.
B
The terms in the equation are:
ED = Earned discount.
C = Cash collections and renewals for the month.
B = Outstanding discounts (retail installment contracts) at
the first of the month.
D = Balance in the allowance for unearned discounts at the
first of the month.
R = Rebates—interest charges not collected on prepaid retail
installment contracts.
General

Totals of adding machine listings prepared monthly in each office
of all the outstanding loans are reconciled with the control accounts.
At the close of each year written trial balances are prepared in duplicate and the original is given to us for our working papers.
Monthly lists of delinquent loans are prepared in each office, classified as to the time elapsed since the payment due date. All accounts
delinquent as to 30 days, 60 days, 90 days and over are listed. Separate lists are prepared for customers making interest payments, but
no payments on principal. The branch managers as well as an officer
of the company review the lists. The branch managers or collectors
then contact the delinquent borrowers by phone, letter, or in person.
Bad debt charge-offs as recommended by the branch managers,
require an officers' approval. The charge-offs are made twice a year,
in June and November, and when made, are entered on the branch
office's daily report and lists are attached. Home office personnel
check the items to the record of the original approval by an officer.
An allowance for losses is maintained at approximately 3% of

A Medium-Sized "Small Loan" Company
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the outstanding loans at each office. In new locations the allowance
is built up to 3% over a period of three to four years.
Branch Offices
Cash Receipts

The office manager opens the incoming mail, notes the amount of
the remittance and other necessary information on the envelope, and
passes the envelope (including passbook) to a clerk, and the cash to
the head cashier. The clerk locates the white and buff card for each
payee, computes the interest portion of the payment, notes the interest
on the envelope, and posts the principal and interest collections to the
white and buff cards and to customer's passbook. The envelopes and
buff cards are then given to the head cashier, the passbooks are mailed
to the customer, and the white cards returned to the files.
Payments received over the counter are receipted in the customer's
passbook and entered upon the buff cards. After postings are made
to the white cards, the buff cards and cash are turned over to the
head cashier. When the head cashier balances the day's cash against
receipts recorded on the buff cards, the cards are returned to the
clerks for placement in the files according to the next due date. Cash
in excess of normal operating requirements is deposited in a local
bank account daily by the head cashier.
Cash Disbursements

Disbursements are made from the branch office cash drawers or
local bank accounts for loans and from an imprest petty cash fund
for sundry expenses. A check to reimburse the cash drawers for cash
loans is issued daily and included in each day's bank deposit. If loans
made during the day are in excess of cash on hand, the branch managers issue checks to "cash" cashing them at their respective banks.
Daily Reports and Day Book

A cash cut-off is made about three o'clock each afternoon. The
head cashier then balances the cash and prepares the branch office's
daily report to the home office. The daily cash report summary is
shown on page 20.

20
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DAILY CASH REPORT SUMMARY
Date
RECEIPTS
Today
Principal collected:
Small loans
$
Discounts
Principal renewed:
Small loans
Discounts
Interest
Fees, recording
Recoveries
Checks (cash or loans)
Home office transfers
Foreign collections
Insurance
Other:
Total Receipts
$
DISBURSEMENTS
Loans:
Small loans
$
Discounts
Expense
Fees, recording
Insurance refunds
Discount rebates
Other:
Total Disbursements
$
BALANCES
Cashier's Fund:
Balance brought forward
$
Receipts
Total
$
Disbursements
Balance
$
$
Bank:
Balance brought forward
Deposits
Total
$
Total checks issued
Balance
$

Office

Prepared by.

Cashier

Approved by

To Date

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Manager

A Medium-Sized "Small Loan" Company
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Listings are appended to the daily cash report summary showing:
(1) Details of loan collections as to loan number, name, that portion of
amount collected applicable to principal and interest.
(2) New loans and renewals made, with all details as to loan number,
name, total amount, and interest, if any.
(3) Details of other cash receipts and disbursements.
(4) Check numbers, payees, and amounts of all check disbursements as
well as classification by accounts. The latter classification shows
"today" and month "to date" figures.
(5) Any other statistical or explanatory information needed by the home
office reviewing the report.
Each branch office is provided with an instruction book, which explains each part of the daily report in detail. In connection with the
office manager's approval of this report, he frequently reviews the
loan cards and other data in support of the detailed listings of transactions summarized in the report. It is important to note that the
office manager generally is in quite close contact with the cashiering
operations as a result of his responsibilities in the making of loans,
checking on delinquencies, etc., and in this manner exercises a reasonably good degree of internal control over the functions handled by
the entire loan office personnel.
The head cashier also accumulates the data for the day book, and
posts the book daily for the record of the number of new loans, types
of loans, amounts, etc.
Home Office Operations

Incoming mail is opened by one of the officers. Home office recepits
consist principally of returns of amounts advanced to branch offices
or collections on purchased paper. A petty cash imprest fund is maintained and data supporting reimbursements of the fund are reviewed
by an officer. All payments of home office expenses and certain of
the branch office expenses, such as advertising, are made in the home
office on the basis of vendors' invoices which are presented with the
checks for signing by an officer. All bank statements (including branch
office bank accounts) are received in the home office and bank reconciliations are made by the home office personnel. Branch office daily
reports are thoroughly reviewed by the home office clerks. Both the
bank reconciliation work and the review of the daily reports are done
under the supervision of the company's internal auditors.

22
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The company has a central pay roll system whereby all personnel
are paid from the home office. The pay roll time of each office is reported to the home office by the branch managers. Pay rolls are compiled under the bookkeeper's supervision and checks are mailed to
each branch manager for distribution.
The companys' accounting procedures provide for control accounts
in the general ledger and for the appropriate subsidiary accounts for
each branch office in subsidiary ledgers. End of the month entries,
for the branch office operations, are taken directly from the month
to date columns of the daily reports and posted into the subsidiary
and general ledgers. Home office transactions, as well as over-all company data, accumulated in the general journal and cash receipts and
disbursement records are then entered in the ledgers. Monthly balance
sheets, statements of income, and details of operating expenses are
prepared by the bookkeeper for management's use.
Internal Auditing Department

The company utilizes the services of two internal auditors. Their
duties in the home office consist principally of reconciling or supervising the reconciliation of the company's bank accounts and supervising
the review of the branch office daily reports. Clerks in the home office
foot all entries on the daily reports and check the ending balances
of cash on hand, cash in bank, and loans receivable. Branch office
loan charge-offs are checked for an authorization by an officer.
Audits of all branch offices are made quarterly by the internal auditors, with the occasional assistance of the officers. The following
procedures are employed in such audits:
Cash funds and cash on hand for deposit are counted, and the total
amounts are reconciled with the balances shown on the previous day's
daily report. Non-cash items on hand are listed and reviewed for propriety thereof.
Adding machine trial balances of all loan balances are prepared and
the totals compared with the balances as shown on the daily report.
The loan jackets for all loans made since the last previous audit are
examined. Such examination includes inspection of notes, collateral,
credit references, etc. The internal auditors do not correspond with borrowers for confirmation of loan balances.
A comparison is made between lists of delinquent accounts and the
weekly summary of collection calls made by the "outside" men. The company auditors also make selected outside calls and relieve managers at
vacation time.
Detailed reports and working papers on branch office audits are kept
in the home office files.

A Medium-Sized "Small Loan" Company
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AUDIT PROCEDURES
General

A "Permanent Working Paper File" is maintained on each client,
containing data relative to the engagement which is of a continuing
pertinent nature to the auditing procedures employed from year to
year. The principal data in the permanent file consists of:
Outline of internal control and accounting practices (in this particular
engagement this outline comprises the substance of the foregoing outline supplemented by copies of various accounting forms and flow
charts of transactions, lists of office locations, names of key personnel,
etc.).
Audit program (in this case, an outline of the basic auditing procedures
described in the following sections of this pamphlet).
Excerpts from the corporate charters.
Excerpts from the various small loan and finance company laws and
regulations under which the companies operate.
Excerpts from bond indentures and loan agreements.
Data relative to federal and state income tax return examination status.
Copies of profit-sharing and retirement plans and executive compensation plans.
At the beginning of each year's engagement our executive-in-charge
or supervisor and the senior-in-charge meet with the client executives
for the purpose of reviewing our plans for the current-year work. Inquiries are made regarding any current revisions of accounting practices and office procedures, changes in key personnel, the extent of
the current-year internal audit program, and any other matters which
may have bearing on the current year program. At the conclusion of
this review, our executive and senior-in-charge develop the specific
program for the current year by determining any variations from the
basic program which may be deemed necessary, and selection of the
specific loan offices to be visited, specific periods during the year for
testing of detailed transactions, etc. This data is incorporated in a
memorandum for instructional purposes for the various staff members
who will handle the field work, copies thereof being ultimately filed
in the current-year working papers.
At the conclusion of the engagement, it is determined whether or
not the basic audit program and outline of internal control as set forth
in the permanent file need revision or amendment. If so, the permanent files are annotated accordingly for use in the coming year. If
not, the supervisor and senior-in-charge sign a brief memorandum
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for inclusion in the current-year papers stating their opinion that, on
the basis of their current-year examination, these basic permanent file
documents properly set forth the companies' internal control procedures and an appropriate audit program in the circumstances.
Since an audit of each loan office is made quarterly by the internal
audit staff, our auditing procedures in loan offices are performed in
only certain selected offices each year. We normally visit more than
half of the locations each year and each office is contacted at least
once in each two-year period. Our contacts with the offices are made
at varying dates to achieve maximum "surprise" at each location, and
to achieve best possible coordination with the internal audit program.
Branch Offices
Cash

Office cash funds and cash on hand for deposit are counted. The
amounts of office cash funds are compared with the amounts shown
on the daily report, and are reconciled to the closing date. Cash on
hand for deposit is reconciled with amounts shown on the daily report
or with the cash drawer record of cash receipts. Duplicate deposit
tickets are mailed to the depositary bank for confirmation of the details of the deposit.
Loans

Receivable

Adding machine trial balances of all loans receivable are prepared
and the totals are reconciled with the amounts shown on the daily
report.
Confirmation requests are mailed to certain borrowers selected at
random at each location. A specially prepared confirmation form
containing snap-out carbons is prepared in triplicate. The original
copy is mailed to the borrower on the day of our visit; the other
two copies are returned to our office. Approximately 10 days after the
first mailing of the requests, our office employees mail the second copy
of the confirmation form as a second request for confirmation to those
accounts on which a reply has not been received. The third copy of the
confirmation form serves as a record of requests mailed and first and
second copies returned are matched with the third copies. After a
reasonable length of time, a list of the borrowers from whom no
reply was received is delivered to the client's internal audit staff, who
contact the borrowers by telephone, personal calls, or other appropriate
means, usually at the time of their next visit to the particular office
involved. The internal auditors' reports of such investigation are sub-
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sequently reviewed by us.
Certain of the accounts on installment notes and retail installment
contracts are selected for examination of underlying data with respect
to such accounts. Such data includes notes, chattel mortgages, certificates of title, insurance policies, etc. The accounts selected for this
test do not normally include borrowers to whom requests for confirmation of account balances have been sent. Exceptions noted in this
test are listed showing disposition thereof as to discussions with office
personnel, results of any subsequent requests for direct confirmation,
and the ultimate transmittal of unsatisfactorily explained items to the
internal auditors for further investigation as explained above in the
confirmation procedures.
The extent of the sampling of accounts for direct confirmation and
for examination of supporting documentary evidence is subject to variation between loan offices and also from year to year. On the basis
of this particular client's internal control and internal auditing procedures, we consider that such tests covering between 15% and
25% of the accounts in the offices selected for examination each year
provide us with an adequate sampling upon which to base our opinion
as to the general reliability of these accounts as set forth in the companies' consolidated financial statements.
The factors considered in determining the extent of such tests in a
particular office for a particular year include:
(1) Our appraisal of the general character of the office as to its location,
type of borrowers, its key office personnel in terms of experience
with the company and operating efficiency.
(2) The office's current experience on delinquencies and charge-offs.
(3) Expansion or contraction of loan volume in the office.
(4) Local office condition noted during the course of the examination
as to attitudes of office personnel in furnishing information and
assistance to our auditors and in handling customers.
(5) The extent of accounts noted for special mailing instructions.
We test the accuracy of interest income from loans and retail contracts by recomputing the recorded interest on all accounts on which
payments are made on certain days selected by us. This test is simplified by referring to printed interest tables used by the client.
Accounts charged off are reviewed and tested as to authorizations
by the home office. Delinquent loan lists are reviewed, summarized
in our working papers and subsequently discussed with the home
office management.
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Repossessions

Underlying data with respect to each repossessed chattel is examined. The physical existence of the major items is verified, and, if the
item is an automobile, the motor and serial numbers are compared
with those shown on the certificates of title and chattel mortgages.
Test of Disbursements

Vendors' invoices, expense reports, petty cash receipts and other
data are examined in support of loan office disbursements during one
month in the period of examination.
Other Procedures

Other procedures employed from time to time in the loan office
audit procedures are:
(1) Observation and listing of names of branch office employees for
subsequent comparison with pay roll records at the home office.
(2) Review of cards representing loans charged off, noting cases where
no collections have been made for extended periods of time and all
contact notes appear to have been made by the same employee.
Investigate such items further and attempt confirmation where
deemed practicable.
(3) Inspection of "pass books" received in the mail and over the counter during the course of the examination.
These procedures are sometimes scheduled specifically for certain
offices and other times are set forth as optional depending on the judgment of the auditor and availability of his time in an office.
Home Office

The following auditing procedures are performed in the home office:
Cash

Recorded cash receipts during one month are tested by examination
of branch office daily reports, remittance advices and other data on
file. The cash receipts summaries for that month are footed and the
totals are traced to postings in the general ledger accounts.
Checks issued in two selected months, including the month immediately preceding the examination data, are examined and compared
with the cash disbursement records. The cash disbursements record
for those months is footed and the totals are traced to postings in
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the general ledger accounts. Transfers of cash between bank accounts
during those months are traced to deposits in the receiving banks.
Vendors' invoices, pay roll records, expense reports, and other
appropriate data are examined in support of home office disbursements
during one month selected by us.
All amounts recorded on branch office daily reports for a selected
number of days in one month are footed and the beginning and ending
balances of cash are checked.
A general review of cash transactions in the home office bank accounts for the year is made by reconciling receipts and disbursements
on each bank account as recorded on the books of the company with
the deposits and withdrawals recorded on bank statements.
All bank accounts are reconciled as of the closing date to amounts
reported directly to us by the depositaries on standard bank confirmation forms. Bank statements cut-off subsequent to the closing date are
secured and reconciling checks at the closing date are examined.
Large or old checks remaining outstanding at the cut-off date are
investigated. Other checks returned with the cut-off statement are
reviewed.
Loans Receivable

Year-end trial balances, prepared by the client's employees, are
examined, footed, and the totals compared with the general ledger
control accounts.
The allowance for loan losses is analyzed for the year and the provisions credited to the account are reconciled with the provision for
losses expense account. The adequacy of the amount allowed for
losses, at the balance sheet date, is reviewed in the light of the client's
delinquency lists, charge-offs, and recoveries during the current year
as well as the loss experience of prior years.
The reserve for unearned discounts account is analyzed and the
monthly computations of earned discount are reviewed.
Major amounts due to dealers at the balance sheet date are confirmed by written correspondence with the dealers. Dealer contract
files are also reviewed to determine if liabilities to all participating
dealers have been recorded.
Repossessions

Pertinent information with respect to repossessed chattels is listed
in our working papers. Inquiry is made of management and references
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are made to appropriate published data to ascertain that the chattels
are valued at the lower of unpaid loan balance or current market price.
Other Assets

Cash surrender value of life insurance at the balance sheet date
is confirmed by direct correspondence with the insurers. In addition,
the insurance company is requested to confirm the name of the beneficiary and who has the right of directing change. The insurance
company is also requested to inform us if any policy loans are in effect.
Sundry deposits and accounts are reviewed, confirmed or examined
as the nature of the item indicates.
Fixtures, Equipment, and Leasehold Improvements

The accounts are analyzed for the year and major additions to the
accounts are supported by reference to invoices, authorizations, leases,
etc. The annual provision for depreciation and the amortization of
leasehold improvements are reviewed and reconciled with depreciation
schedules, account analysis, and charges to expense. Proceeds from
disposals are accounted for as the gain or loss on disposal items is
analyzed.
Deferred

Charges

In general, the mathematical accuracy of the charges and the consistency of treatment are reviewed. Insurance policies are examined
in support of unexpired insurance.
Notes Payable

A schedule is prepared of notes payable transactions for the year,
showing original and maturity dates, lenders, amounts, interest rates,
and computation of interest paid and accrued. We correspond with
the lenders to confirm the amounts due, maturity dates, and rates of
interest on outstanding notes at the balance sheet date. Loan agreements, if any, are reviewed and the company's compliance with the
provisions thereof investigated.
Recounts Payable and Accrued Expenses

A trial balance of trade accounts payable is obtained and compared with statements on hand or requested from vendors. Vouchers,
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cash records, and journal entries subsequent to the closing date are
reviewed for any significant items not included in the accounts payable
trial balance.
Pay rolls, pay roll tax returns and other appropriate data are reviewed in support of accrued salaries, pay roll taxes, and amounts
withheld from employees' compensation. Property tax receipts and
state tax returns are examined, and computations of amounts accrued
at the closing date are reviewed.
Dividends payable are checked to our excerpts from the minute
book for the period under review.
Federal Taxes on Income

The current year provision for federal taxes on income is computed.
In addition, the status of taxes for prior years is ascertained. Periodically during the year the company's dividend policy is reviewed with
the officers in order to avoid an accumulated earnings tax. Each year
we also discuss with the company's officers the possibilities, inherent
in this type of company, of being classed a personal holding company
under the Internal Revenue Code.
4½%

Debenture Bonds

Written confirmation of the principal amount of outstanding bonds
as well as the date to which interest is paid is secured from the indenture trustee. We review annually the provisions of the indenture as to
the company's compliance with certain of its terms. The amount of
interest paid during the year and also interest accrued at the closing
date are computed.
Stockholders' Equity

Minutes of meetings held by stockholders and directors are read
and excerpts made of pertinent data therein. Changes in the charter
and capital stock structure, if any, are reviewed. Trial balances of
the outstanding preferred and common stock are prepared from the
stock certificate stubs. Inquiry is made with respect to any stock options or stock reservations granted during the period under review.
A complete analysis of each class of surplus is made, and the propriety of entries in these accounts is determined. Reference is made
to excerpts from the minute books to determine that the amounts of
dividends declared have been either paid or included in liabilities.
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Contingent Liabilities

Information is requested from the officers of the company as to
their knowledge of any contingent liabilities. Requests for written
information as to pending litigation or claims at the closing date
are sent to the company's legal counsel.
Operating Expenses

A general review is made of the accounts as to proper classifications
and consistency of such classification with prior years. Important
variations in amounts, as disclosed by comparisons with prior years,
are investigated. Particular attention is directed to such accounts as
repairs and maintenance, officers' travel expense, entertainment, and
cash over and short.
Sales Finance Company Questionnaire

For many years, the operations of loan and fiance companies have
involved relatively heavy bank borrowings on open credit lines. The
banks, therefore, have experienced the need for developing statistical
data on loan and finance company operations and financial condition
beyond that normally shown in conventional financial reports. The
National Consumer Finance Association, The American Finance Conference and the Robert Morris Associates have jointly developed a
uniform statistical report recommended for this purpose. Most of the
banks dealing in this type of loan require the loan and finance company borrowers to furnish these finance company questionnaires
annually for bank credit analysis purposes. The banks generally prefer
to have the finance company questionnaire reviewed by the company's
auditors and included in or filed with the auditors' report.
Accordingly, we follow a general practice of including the pertinent
data called for in the finance company questionnaire as additional
financial data in our long-form reports on loan and finance companies.
After the figures for the questionnaire are compiled by the client's
staff, the data is reviewed by us and cross-checked, wherever possible,
to the financial statements and material previously included in our
working papers. Working papers maintained by the client to accumulate portions of the data are also reviewed and tested by us. The
questionnaire data corresponding to the financial statements included
earlier in this study is illustrated on the following pages.
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SALES FINANCE COMPANY QUESTIONNAIRE
SECTION I—GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

SCHEDULE A—VOLUME
OF BUSINESS FOR THE
PERIOD & OUTSTANDVolume
INGS AT END OF PERIOD
Retail Wholesale
Discounts:
Automobile—new
$ 138,829 $
Automobile—used
(from dealers)
304,588
Automobile—used
(direct loans)
Domestic appliances
143,827
House trailers
Modernization—F.H.A.
Modernization—own plan
Bulk purchases
Other:
TOTAL DISCOUNTS

Direct cash loans

$ 587,244 $_

TOTAL

Commercial lending and miscellaneous financing:
Loans—accounts receivable security
Loans—inventory security
Machinery and equipment loans
Capital loans to automobile dealers
Rediscounts—automobiles
Rediscounts—other

Outstandings
End of Period
(Except
Total Wholesale)
138,829 $

92,553

304,588

217,490

143,827

95,885

$ 587,244 $ 405,928
3,504,124 1,872,885
$4,091,368 $2,278,813

Not Applicable

TOTAL COMMERCIAL LOANS AND
MISCELLANEOUS FINANCING

TOTAL VOLUME—ALL CLASSIFICATIONS $4,091,368
TOTAL OUTSTANDINGS ALL CLASSIFICATIONS,
$2,278,813
EXCEPT WHOLESALE
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SCHEDULE B—RESERVE FOR LOSSES RECONCILIATION
(EXCLUDING DEALERS' PARTICIPATING RESERVES)
Balance beginning of period
$
Additions:
Appropriations from surplus
$
Appropriations from gross finance charges
Appropriations from income
Recoveries
Other credits:
Deductions:
Losses charges
Transferred to other reserves:
Other charges:

TOTAL ADDITIONS

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS
BALANCE END OF PERIOD

SCHEDULE C—LOSS EXPERIENCE FOR
Wholesale Retail Direct Cash
PERIOD
Automobile Automobile Loans
Outstanding beginning of
$ 387,425 $1,641,523
period
$
587,244 1,780,418
Volume for period
Notes purchased
TOTAL

TOTAL
LIQUIDATION

Notes charged off
Less recoveries

NET LOSSES

$
$

$

$
$
$

$

$

% Net losses to liquidation
% Net losses to monthly
average outstandings
Analysis of notes charged
off:
Repossession losses
$
Other:

26,956

$

22,605

$
$

22,605
58,641

Other
$

$ 405,928 $1,872,885 $

%
%

$

1,387
407,315
567,354
1,387
85
1,302
.23%

21,218
$1,894,103
$1,527,838
$ 21,218
5,421
$ 15,797
1.03%

.33%

.90%

1,387 $

21,450
5,506

$

$ 974,669 $3,421,941 $

$

Less:
Outstanding end of period $
Notes sold
Notes charged off

54,290

$
$
$
$

2,121 $
19,097
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Secured
Owing at
SCHEDULE D—
or Maximum* Minimum* Statement
BORROWINGS
Unsecured Amount Amount
Date
Bank loans under lines of
credit
Unsecured $ 600,000 $ 575,000 $ 600,000
Open market borrowings
Other current loans
Long-term debt—not subordinated
Unsecured 500,000 500,000 500,000
Long-term debt—subordinated
Paper sold with recourse
Paper sold without recourse
(*) As determined by month-end balances.

SCHEDULE E—MONTHLY MATURITIES OF INSTALLMENT RECEIVABLES (INCLUDING DIRECT CASH LOANS) OUTSTANDING AT
STATEMENT DATE
Month
Past due
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Over 12 months
TOTAL

Direct Cash Direct Cash
Loans
Loans
Discounts Principal
Interest
Total
$
$
$ 8,422 $
25,415
26,127
25,842
25,333
24,845
24,128
23,797
23,402
22,921
22,324
21,819
21,417
110,136
$ 405,928 $
$
$
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SECTION II—DISCOUNTS

Automobile Automobile
(Direct
(From
SCHEDULE A—ANALYSIS OF RETAIL INLoans)
Dealers)
STALLMENT VOLUME FOR THE PERIOD
New units:
33 1/3% down or over, but not over 18 months $ 2,156
33 1/3% down or over, over 18 but not over 24
months
16,399
33 1/3% down or over, over 24 months but not
over 30 months
54,522
33 1/3% down or over, over 30 months
4,128
Less than 33 1/3% down, not over 18 months
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 18 but not over
24 months
17,390
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 24 months but
not over 30 months
25,981
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 30 months
15,128
Balloon paper, excluding demonstrator paper
Balloon paper—demonstrator paper only
3,125
$ 138,829
Used units (current and two preceding yearly
models):
33 1/3% down or over, not over 12 months $ 2,145
33 1/3% down or over, over 12 but not over
18 months
7,421
33 1/3% down or over, over 18 months but not
over 24 months
75,242
33 1/3% down or over, over 24 months
41,516
Less than 33 1/3% down, not over 12 months
$
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 12 but not over
18 months
4,518
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 18 months but
not over 24 months
22,565
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 24 months
18,418
Balloon paper
$ 171,825 $
Used units (models older than above):
33 1/3% down or over, not over 12 months $ 15,474
33 1/3% down or over, over 12 months but not
over 18 months
54,936
33 1/3% down or over, over 18 months
34,522
Less than 33 1/3% down, not over 12 months
3,218 $
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 12 months but
not over 18 months
10,624
Less than 33 1/3% down, over 18 months
13,989
Balloon paper
$ 132,763 $
TOTAL

$ 443,417 $
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SCHEDULE B—ANALYSIS OF
Wholesale
FLOOR PLAN LOANS TO
Amount
DEALERS
Maximum Owing at Outstanding
Outstanding Statement
6 Months
Date
Classification
or Over
in Period
Automobile—new
$
$
$
Automobile—used
NOT APPLICABLE
Other:

$

TOTAL

Ten largest loans to dealers
based on used car collateral:
Low Book
Owing at
Value
Used Car Maximum
Statement
Collateral
Loan
Date
$
$
$
SCHEDULE C—CAPITAL LOANS
TO AUTOMOBILE DEALERS
Capital loans owing at statement date

$

$

Amount
Outstanding
New or
6 Months
Used Car
or Over
Dealer
$
$

Number

$

Amount

NOT APPLICABLE

SCHEDULE D—DEALER RETAIL CONCENTRATIONS
OutstandDealer
ing at
(Identify Volume
Dealers Recourse
or
by
Pur- Statement Past Due Over 60 Days Reserve
Date Installments Balances Held Non-Recourse
Letter) chased
$3,924 $484 Non-recourse
$528
A $ 71,418 $34,155
B
63,127 21,119
1,448 191 Non-recourse
127
TOTAL $134,545

$55,274

$655

$5,372

$675
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SCHEDULE E—ANALYSIS OF PAST
DUE DISCOUNT RECEIVABLES

Retail and Direct Loans
(Exclude Direct Cash Loans)
Balances
Installments
Over 60 Days Over 60 Days
$6,124
$1,041
2,298
274
5,422
$1,315

Classification
Automobile
Other:
TOTAL

SCHEDULE F—REPOSSESSIONS
Repossessions on hand and with
dealers at beginning of period
Repossessions acquired during
period
Repossessions on hand and with
dealers at end of period

Number
of Units

Amount

9

$ 6,921

35

26,873

12

7,420

SCHEDULE G—CASH ADVANCES ON
RETAIL VOLUME FROM DEALERS
Ratio of Advances
to Value
Over 100.0%
100.0% and less
TOTAL

New
PerCent
with
Recourse
87%
61

Cars
Amount
$ 34,413
104,416
$138,829

Used Cars
PerCent
with
Recourse Amount
100%
$ 40,461
73
264,127
$304,588
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SECTION III—DIRECT CASH LOANS

SCHEDULE A—ANALYSIS OF VOLUME FOR THE Number
PERIOD—BY PRINCIPAL TYPES OF SECURITY of Loans Volume
Direct cash loans:
Chattel mortgages on automobiles
Chattel mortgages on household goods
Chattel mortgages on automobiles and household goods
Chattel mortgages on other durable goods
Loans on other collateral
Co-maker or wage assignment
Unsecured notes—husband and wife or single name
Other:
TOTAL

1,396 $ 398,381
3,844 1,421,516
3,420 1,120,673
114
31,677
168
2,841

44,334
487,543

11,783 $3,504,124

SCHEDULE B—ANALYSIS OF DIRECT CASH LOAN VOLUME FOR
THE PERIOD—BY TYPE OF BORROWER
Old Balances
Number Renewed New Money Total
Loans to new borrowers 2,243
$ 351,007 $ 351,007
Loans to former borrowers 1,943
318,441
318,441
Loans to present borrowers 7,552 $1,713,865 1,110,970 2,824,835
Renewals with no cash
advances
45
9,841
9,841
TOTAL
11,783 $1,723,706 $1,780,418 $3,504,124
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SCHEDULE C—SCHEDULE OF BALANCES OF DIRECT CASH LOANS
OUTSTANDING AT FIRST OF EACH MONTH DURING THE PERIOD
AND BREAKDOWN OF COLLECTIONS DURING THE MONTH
Balances
Interest and
Outstanding Principal Collected
Charges
(Direct
Cash (No Balances Collected Total Cash
Cash Loans) Renewal) Renewed
(Cash) Collections
Month
$ 1,641,523 $ 119,698 $ 118,266 $ 39,427 $ 159,125
1st
1,674,081
121,815
40,208
2nd
124,898
162,023
1,694,534
123,144
3rd
135,444
40,700
163,844
4th
1,713,677
124,389
118,517
41,159
165,548
5th
1,735,499
125,807
115,624
41,684
167,491
6th
1,747,485
126,587
124,521
168,558
41,971
7th
1,758,119
127,278
215,425
42,227
169,505
8th
1,787,844
127,989
129,579
42,941
172,520
9th
1,801,345
130,084
116,220
43,265
173,349
10th
1,834,567
132,246
131,424
44,063
176,309
11th
1,849,220
133,199
154,391
44,415
177,614
12th
1,861,727
134,012
240,987
44,715
178,727
TOTAL
$21,099,621 $1,527,838 $1,723,706 $ 506,775 $2,034,613
Number of direct cash loans outstanding at end of period— 7,042
Number of direct cash loans outstanding at beginning of
period—
6,837
Maximum terms are 24 months.
SCHEDULE D ANALYSIS OF PAST DUE
ACCOUNTS—DIRECT CASH LOANS
"90 day" accounts—no collections received for
90 days or more
"60-89 day" accounts—no collections received
for 60 to 89 days
"Interest only" accounts on which interest and
charges only were received in the last 60 days
of the period
TOTAL

Number

Unpaid
Balances

87
41

$24,882
11,921

73

201

SCHEDULE E—RATIO OF CHARGES COLLECTED ON
INTEREST BEARING DIRECT CASH LOANS TO
CHARGES EARNED
Charges earned in period covered
Charges collected in period covered
SCHEDULE F

NOT APPLICABLE

20,460

$57,263

Amount
$514,580
$506,775
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AN ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUSINESS

This is a rapidly growing multiplant company in the electronics
manufacturing industry with 250,000 square feet of building area
with excellent engineering laboratories and modern production facilities. The company provides original design thinking and engineering
assistance for its customers. A major portion of the company's business is with the United States Government on both a prime and subcontract basis providing research, development, and production in
the fields of radar, countermeasures, automatic flight controls, communications, guided missile test equipment, and advanced microwave
devices. Sales are made under both fixed price and cost-plus-fixed-fee
contracts, with most contract research and development work having
particularly large production follow-on potential. At the same time
the company sponsors a significant amount of research on proprietary
items. A small line of commercial electronic equipment is manufactured and sold through a nation-wide system of distributors.
DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR A C C O U N T I N G POLICIES,
PROCEDURES, AND INTERNAL CONTROL
General

Accounting for all locations is centralized at the main plant. The
usual books of original entry consisting of cash receipts and disbursement records, voucher register, sales register, and pay roll journals
39

BALANCE
December
ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash
$ 840,000
Accounts receivable
United States Government
$ 930,000
Other trade accounts
714,000
Miscellaneous
13,000 1,657,000
Estimated recoverable amounts due under
negotiations for amendments to defense
contracts
225,000
Inventories—at the lower of cost (average)
or market, less progress billings of
$220,000
3,400,000
Prepaid insurance, taxes, and other expenses
95,000
Total Current Assets
$6,217,000
PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT—at cost
Land
$ 225,000
Buildings
833,000
Machinery and equipment
2,300,000
$3,358,000
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization
1,025,000 2,333,000
OTHER ASSETS

Patents—at cost, less accumulated amortization of $12,000
$ 85,000
Deferred proprietary development costs
55,000
Deferred debenture expenses, less amortization of $3,000
42,000

182,000
$8,732,000

See notes to financial statements (omitted from this case study).
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SHEET
31, 1957
LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Notes payable to bank
Accounts payable
Salaries, wages, and pay roll taxes
Estimated refunds due on defense contracts
Federal taxes on income
Current portion of long-term note payable
Total Current Liabilities

$ 990,000
689,000
326,000
490,000
571,000
180,000
$3,246,000

LONG-TERM DEBT

5% Fifteen-Year Subordinated Convertible
Debentures, due January 15, 1970
$ 900,000
4% unsecured note payable to bank, payable
$45,000 quarterly to July 1, 1959, less
$180,000 included in current liabilities
90,000

990,000

STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY

Capital stock
Preferred, 5½% Convertible, par value
$50 a share:
Authorized—60,000 shares
Issued and outstanding—30,000 shares $1,500,000
Common, par value $1 a share:
Authorized—500,000 shares
Issued and outstanding—150,000 shares 150,000
Additional paid-in capital
322,000
Earnings retained in the business
2,524,000 4,496,000
$8,732,000
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STATEMENT OF EARNINGS AND
EARNINGS RETAINED IN THE BUSINESS
Year ended December 31, 1957

Revenues
Sales
Other

$14,350,000
39,000
$14,389,000

Costs and expenses
Cost of products sold
Administrative and general
Interest

$11,463,000
1,722,000
54,000

13,239,000

Earnings before federal taxes on income
Federal taxes on income

$ 1,150,000
590,000

Net earnings

$

Earnings retained in the business at January
1, 1957

Less dividends paid in cash on Preferred Stock
Earnings retained in the business at December
31, 1957

560,000
2,046,000

$2,606,000
82,000
$2,524,000

See notes to financial statements (omitted from this case study).
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are maintained by the company with cash disbursements and pay roll
records being prepared on tabulating equipment.
Cash

Petty cash is maintained on an imprest basis with funds located
at the various plants. All petty cash disbursements must be approved
by a department head and supported by a vendor invoice or other
document.
Separate bank accounts are maintained for disbursements to vendors, hourly, and salary pay rolls.
All cash is forwarded from the mail room to the office of the treasurer where it is scanned, listed, and forwarded to the accounting
department for recording and deposit. Receipts are deposited daily
unless small. Postings of receipts to the customers' accounts are made
from the cash receipts record by an employee having no other cash
duties. A daily cash report is prepared and forwarded to the treasurer.
As vendor invoices are approved (as to receipt of material and compliance with the purchase order terms) by the purchasing department
they are recorded on the voucher portion of the check by the accounts
payable department and are filed with the check until time for payment. Vendors' invoices are paid twice a month. At the time of disbursement, the voucher portion of the check is totaled; the check is
prepared and forwarded to the general accounting department with
invoices and receivers (receiving department tickets or reports) attached
for audit and approval for payment by the chief accountant. Checks
in an amount in excess of $5,000 require two signatures; all others
(including pay roll checks) require only one signature. Checks under
$1,000 in amount are machine signed. After signature the checks are
returned to the chief accountant and remain under his control until
they are mailed.
Accounts

Receivable

Sales of products and services are largely to the United States
Government under both prime and subcontracts. The company has
approximately 75 major contracts with unpaid balances due at any
one time. The customer ledger is maintained by customer further segregated by contract. Costs incurred on C.P.F.F. contracts are billed
and recorded as sales monthly, with the applicable amount of fee
based upon the per cent of cost incurred to total estimated contract
cost, in the month incurred, and sales under fixed price contracts
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are recorded as deliveries are made. The excess of the actual overhead
and administrative costs applicable to the C.P.F.F. contracts over
the amount billed at the provisional rates set forth in the contracts
are accumulated in a separate "unbilled" general ledger account.
Upon completion of the semiannual overhead audit by the government auditors, any overhead or administrative costs disallowed by
them are then written off and the remainder of the unbilled amounts
invoiced.
Two types of billings are made on fixed price contracts; progress
billings (if permitted by the contract) and billings for delivered articles. Progress billings are made on the basis of a per cent of costs
incurred and are recorded as a reduction of inventory (in a separate
account) rather than sales. As finished articles are delivered and
billed, the government agency remits the sales price of the articles
delivered less applicable progress payments already made. The gross
amount of the billing is recorded as a sale with an offsetting charge
to progress billings for the amount already billed, with the net amount
due being recorded as accounts receivable.
Billings for deliveries are prepared and entered in a sales register
on the basis of shipping documents which bear the signature of the
government's in-plant inspector.
An aged trial balance of accounts receivable is prepared monthly
and reconciled to the general ledger.
Inventories

Inventories are segregated in the general ledger as to raw materials,
purchased parts, and work in process with separate controls by major
contract for the purchased parts and raw materials. The purchased
parts and raw materials are also physically segregated by contract
with Kardex records listing both quantities and dollars. The company
also maintains a central storeroom controlled by Kardex records for
materials and purchased parts common to minor programs.
The company uses job cost records to accumulate costs of work in
process and these are balanced against control accounts in the general
ledger. The job costs records segregate contract charges as to materials,
production labor, engineering labor production overhead, and engineering overhead. Separate cost records are maintained for various
phases of the same contract such as (1) development, (2) prototype,
and (3) the production costs.
Overhead is accumulated by cost centers and applied to work in
process on the basis of direct labor dollars at actual rates for fixed
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price contracts and at the provisional billing rates in effect during
the month in which the labor was incurred for C.P.F.F. contracts.
Underabsorbed overhead applicable to C.P.F.F. contracts is placed
in a separate inventory account pending determination of actual
overhead rates by the government. Production and engineering expenses which are obviously not allowable as charges to government
contracts are charged directly to cost of sales.
The work-in-process inventories are relieved for partial deliveries
on the basis of estimated average contract unit costs.
Physical inventories are taken at the company's year end and are
priced at the lower of cost (average cost) or market.
Quarterly the company prepares estimated costs to complete all
major contracts. These estimates, together with costs incurred to date,
are then compared to contract prices and inventories are reduced by
the amount of any anticipated contract losses.
Prepaid Expenses

Insurance premiums are recorded in a register and charged to
expense over the life of the policy. Property taxes are deferred and
charged to expense over the taxing authority's fiscal year which is
July 1 to June 30.
Property,

Plant, and Equipment

It is the company's policy to capitalize all acquisitions with a cost
in excess of $100 and an expected life of two or more years.
Buildings and equipment are depreciated on a declining balance
basis over the estimated useful lives of the various classes of assets
from the respective date of acquisition. Portions of those assets covered by certificates of necessity are amortized over 60 months as permitted by the Internal Revenue Service. The periods used for the
principal classes of assets are:
Buildings
20 years
Building improvements
10
Machinery and equipment
10-15
Furniture and fixtures
6-10
Automobiles and airplanes
4
Leasehold improvements
Life of lease
Detail property records, which include accumulated depreciation,
are maintained by plant location and individual asset, and are recon-
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tiled regularly to the general ledger controls. Fully depreciated assets
are not removed from the property accounts until the asset is disposed
of.
Expenditures for maintenance and repairs are charged against
earnings. Expenditures for betterments and major renewals are capitalized and depreciated at the annual rates specified above. Gains
and losses on disposition of assets are recorded at the time of sale.
Deferred Charges and Other Assets

The company capitalizes the development and legal costs incurred
in connection with all research projects for which patents have been
applied. These costs are amortized over the respective lives of the
patents.
Development and tooling costs incurred in connection with the
design and preproduction runs of new commercial products are deferred and are amortized over a two-year period.
Expenses incurred in connection with the sale of the 5% fifteen-year
subordinated convertible debentures are being amortized over the
life of the debentures.
Accounts Payable

The authority to purchase is a purchase requisition approved by
a department head and forwarded to the purchasing department where
it is assigned to a buyer. A purchase order is issued with one copy
thereof being filed in the "on order file" where it remains until matched
with the vendor invoice and receiving report. Vendor invoices with
receivers and purchase orders attached are forwarded to the tabulating department under batch control for use in preparation of the
voucher register. The vendor invoice and attached papers are then
forwarded to accounts payable to await disbursement as more fully
discussed elsewhere. After being paid, the vendor invoices with attached purchase order and receiving report are filed in the alphabetical
vendor file along with a copy of the check.
Capital Stock

The company has a transfer agent who is responsible for all stock
and debenture transactions including the disbursement of dividend
funds.
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PERMANENT FILE

The purposes of the permanent file are threefold; to outline accounting policies, procedures, and system of internal control and the changes
occurring therein each year; to afford a ready reference for, and a brief
summary of recurring or continuing items, thus eliminating repeated
review of lengthy documents and searches among old working papers,
and; to eliminate the necessity for preparation, year after year, of
new working papers covering items showing few or no changes.
Each year the permanent file should be reviewed, and any changes
which have occurred should be indicated on the material included
therein.
The permanent file on this engagement contains, among other
things, the following items:
1. Exact name, year and state of incorporation, andfiscalyear of client.
2. Type of securities authorized and terms thereof.
3. Directors, principal officers, and executives.
4. Details of important leases.
5. Details with respect to all certificates of necessity.
6. Copies of important documents such as labor agreements, Articles
of Incorporation and by-laws, organization charts, and minutes of
all stockholders' and directors' meetings.
7. Description of accounting policies, procedures, and internal control.
8. Depreciation rates.
9. Amortization of long-term deferred charges, such as patents and
bond expense.
10. Analysis of transactions in the capital stock and surplus accounts.
AUDIT PROGRAM
ITS USE AND PURPOSE

Our firm follows the practice of preparing individual audit programs, which are tailored to the circumstances of each examination.
The extent of internal control and the use of modern methods, as
well as the physical characteristics of the business, are factors directly
bearing upon the audit procedures to be applied and the extent of
the application. Thus, during the early part of our initial examination,
it is necessary to review the company's financial statements; become
familiar with the physical plant; and review, describe, and test the
system of internal control, in order that an audit program can be
properly prepared to meet the requirements of the specific engage-
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ment. Included in the program of examination is a description of the
company's major accounting procedures and system of internal control
similar to the descriptions as set forth in the section of this case study
on major accounting policies, procedures and internal control. This
does not obviate the description of the system of internal control as
more fully discussed in the permanent file section.
This practice enables the partner charged with responsibility of the
engagement to evaluate in the minimum amount of time the audit
procedures proposed to be employed in the light of existing internal
control and accounting procedures. New men assigned to the engagement or assigned to an unfamiliar section of the engagement can obtain a comprehensive review of applicable accounting procedures at
the same time that they are reviewing the examination procedures
to be employed.
The program of examination is prepared by the senior (or supervisor) assigned to the engagement and approved by the partner (and
supervisor) responsible for the examination. A copy of the audit program is retained as a permanent record of the work performed in
that examination. In subsequent examinations the program is restudied and, if necessary, modified in the light of experience gained in
past examinations and important changes in the business or the accounting methods and internal control of the company.
Time budgets are prepared by major classifications of work to be
covered. The supervisor is charged with the responsibility of seeing
that the budget is adhered to. The budget is revised at the start of
subsequent examinations in the light of past performance and changing conditions.
INTERIM WORK

A month or two in advance of the company's year end, the senior
and one or more assistants visit the company's offices, at which time
the system of internal control and accounting procedures are reviewed
and tested and the permanent file and audit program revised as
necessary. Proposed changes in audit procedures as a result of this
review are discussed with and approved by the partner in charge of the
engagement.
The company's physical inventory instructions are reviewed and
preparations made for the observation of inventories and the circularization of trade accounts receivable, including the preparation of any
form letters necessary. In this particular instance, observation of
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physical inventories and circularization of customer accounts are
performed at year end.
It is usually also possible to prepare other confirmation letters, such
as letters to the banks, company's attorneys, and transfer .agents. These
are then held until year end by the auditor for timely mailing.
This avoids a special visit to the client's offices for this purpose immediately following the company's year end, when both the auditor and
company personnel are usually busy.
Working trial balances and lead schedules requiring previous year's
balances are prepared at this time.
Company personnel prepare a considerable number of schedules
and account analyses for our use, such as bank reconciliations; trial
balances of accounts receivable, deposits, accounts payable, additions
and sales of land, buildings, and equipment; and changes in other
specific balance sheet accounts including capital stock and surplus
accounts, as well as analyses of selected major operating accounts.
These are prepared by us in pro forma form during our interim visit
(if the client has not already started these analyses based upon our last
year's requirements). These schedules are then given to the company
for preparation and usually are assigned to specific individuals for
completion by definite due dates. This facilitates follow-up of schedule
preparation during the examination in order that we do not fall behind
the assigned completion date set for our examination.
MEMORANDUMS AND REVIEW

The audit memorandum is a means of setting forth a concise statement of the work performed, of discussing and setting forth conclusions reached as to particular accounting or auditing problems which
have arisen, and of stating a conclusion as to the fairness of presentation of the client's financial statements.
On this engagement procedural memorandums are prepared on each
major section of the examination by the men assigned the work.
The procedural memorandum includes a description of the audit
procedures performed and a statement to the effect that all the procedures set forth in the audit program were performed; the memorandums also contain sufficient factual data about the accounts or
records examined to permit those responsible for the engagement
to formulate an opinion on the system of internal control and the
accounting policies and procedures. These memorandums are filed
with the applicable work papers and are reviewed and approved by
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the senior, supervisor, and the partner as the audit progresses.
The senior in charge of the field work will prepare an overall memorandum stating his conclusion as to the adequacy of the work performed, setting forth for the record any important accounting problems which have arisen and have been settled during the examination
or require further consideration, and a conclusion as to the fairness
of the financial statements. Generally the senior does not repeat the
information which has been properly discussed in other memorandums.
(The preparation of this memorandum by the senior need not await
completion of the engagement; in fact it facilitates the examination
if it is prepared as the work progresses or various phases of the
examination are completed. By doing so important matters disclosed
can receive mature and deliberate consideration without being subjected to the pressures of time that generally arise at the conclusion
of the engagement.)
The supervisor and the partner responsible for the engagement
review the financial statements as prepared, the program of examination, and all memorandums and working papers prepared in connection with the examination and each will prepare a memorandum
setting forth his conclusions thereon and comments on any problems
which have arisen as considered necessary. The partner and supervisor
(and often the senior) will also prepare during the year or during
the course of the examination, as may be required, separate memorandums containing their conclusions on important accounting matters
that have required earlier consideration and/or discussion with the
client.
A second partner or supervisor, not responsible for the engagement,
reviews upon completion of the examination the financial statements
for fairness of presentation, the audit program, and such of the memorandums and working papers as he considers necessary in the circumstances. The purpose of this review is to apply an independent appraisal
or a double-check to the audit procedures employed and the conclusions reached.
AUDIT PROCEDURES
Trial Balance and Adjustments

1. Prepare a trial balance of the general ledger in financial statement sequence with columns for (1) the previous year's audited
amounts, (2) the current year's preliminary book balances, (3) adjust-
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ments and reclassifications, and (4) current year's audited balances.
The audited balances must be in agreement with the financial statements and the general ledger.
2. Include in the working papers a list of all adjustments and
reclassifications and furnish the company with a copy of such entries.
3. Prepare a reconciliation of preliminary book profits to the final
audited profit.
Internal Control and Tests of Transactions

1. Review the system of internal control and accounting procedures
of the company which are presently in use. Revise the permanent file
as necessary.
2. Prepare a memorandum setting forth any weaknesses in internal
control or deviations from generally accepted accounting principles
noted during our review which should be brought to the attention of
management.
3. Select one month and perform the following tests:
a. Foot and crossfoot all books of original entry for the selected month
and trace postings therefrom to the general ledger (through journal
vouchers). Trace 10% of the postings as applicable to cost and expense ledgers.
b. Review all nonstandard journal vouchers (those not prepared from
books of original entry or for depreciation, and amortization of insurance, etc.) for the year, examining in detail any unusual or questionable entries.
c. Reconcile book receipts to bank deposits as shown by bank statements for the selected month accounting for any undue lag between
receipt and deposit. Trace individual receipts into the customer
ledger for a five-day period.
d. Reconcile book disbursements for the selected month in total to those
shown on bank statements.
e. From the disbursements record select 100 items, examining canceled
checks (for date, payee, signature, and endorsement), invoices, and
receivers in support of these disbursements (the company processes
approximately 3,500 invoices a month for payment). The checks
and invoices should be carefully examined for reasonableness. The
amounts should be traced into cost or expense ledgers if appropriate
and proper account distribution noted.
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f. Trace all sales invoices for the month into the sales register and
customer ledger. All billings for merchandise shipped must be
supported by shipping documents properly signed. (DD-250 signed
by a government in-plant inspector for government contract shipments.)
g. Foot and crossfoot all pay roll registers for one pay period during
the selected month and trace totals therefrom into posting summaries
and the general ledger.
h. From the pay rolls tested select 35 hourly employees and 20 salaried
employees (the company has approximately 1,700 employees) and
examine timecards in support of hours worked and personnel records
to check pay rates and withholding exemptions; check computations
of gross pay and net pay. Trace direct labor time charges into the
job cost ledger.
Cash

1. Count petty cash during the course of the examination, examining all noncash items and checks for propriety. Have the company deposit all checks under our control.
2. Obtain direct confirmation of bank balances as of December 31
and the banks' methods for handling items deposited and returned
unpaid.
3. Secure copies of the company's bank reconciliations as of December 31. Prove their mathematical accuracy and check the book
balance to the general ledger and the bank balance to the confirmation reply from the bank. Scan the reconciliations for unusual items
and obtain satisfactory explanations thereof.
4. Obtain bank statements with canceled checks directly from
the bank for all accounts for a period of not less than 10 days subsequent to December 31 and trace all canceled checks issued prior to
January 1 to the December 31 bank reconciliations. Investigate any
large checks outstanding at year end and not returned with the cutoff
statement. Deposits in transit at year end as shown on the bank
reconciliations should be traced into the cutoff statement, the cash
book, and the customer ledger.
Accounts Receivable
Trial

balance

1. Obtain an aged trial balance of customer accounts receivable,
prove the mathematical accuracy of the total of the individual balances, eye test the aging totals, and reconcile the total to the general
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ledger. Trace individual balances to the customer ledger and check
the aging of 10% of the accounts.
2. This trial balance should segregate billed and unbilled accounts
receivable.
Billed accounts receivable

The company has approximately 75 major contracts with unpaid
balances due at any one time.
In prior examinations confirmation replies have been received from
the various governmental agencies by listing the contract number
and the date, number, and amount of all unpaid invoices pertaining
to the contract and addressed to the governmental disbursing agency
charged with making disbursements on the particular contract. These
agencies will confirm only those invoices approved for payment and
with respect to C.P.F.F. billings they will confirm only the amount
for which payment has been approved by the governmental audit
group.
1. As of December 31 mail positive-type confirmation requests to
all customers with balances in excess of $3,000 and to 10 others
selected at random. The confirmation request should list the contract
number and sales invoice number, date, and amount. Confirmation
requests to governmental agencies should be directed to the appropriate disbursing officer. Second requests should be sent to those not
replying to our first request. Confirmation of all larger balances is
necessary and appropriate follow-up must be made until all such
balances are confirmed.
2. Alternate procedures in lieu of confirmation from government
agencies have not been found necessary in prior examinations. Partner
approval will be necessary before using alternate procedures.
3. Prepare a schedule of all confirmation reply differences and
obtain satisfactory explanation therefor.
4. The work papers should contain a summary of confirmation
requests and replies as compared to total billed accounts receivable
and a list of customers, who have not replied to confirmation requests,
for review and clearance by the senior in charge.
5. Summarize the C.P.F.F. amounts included in accounts receivable that have been disallowed by the government audit groups and
review disallowance and suspension notices in support thereof. Ascertain that all amounts not expected to be collected are written off.
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Unbilled accounts receivable

1. As respects C.P.F.F. unbilled amounts, prepare a schedule for
each contract as follows:
Contract number
Terms per contract
Estimated cost $
Fee
$
Total incurred
Total billed
Unbilled balance

Costs

$

$

$

$

Fee

$

Total

$

An analysis of the unbilled balance should be prepared which will
indicate the nature of the unbilled balance, such as current month's
costs not yet billed, contract overruns not presently covered by contract amendments, suspensions not currently billable, actual overhead
in excess of provisional contract rates, etc. Test the accrual of fees
and compare costs to contract terms. Determine collectibility of the
costs.
2. Amounts recorded herein as claims under fixed price contracts, such as termination claims, differences between target and ceiling price (not billable until the contract is complete), and amounts
in excess of current billing provisions arising from engineering change
orders not yet covered by contract amendment should be scheduled
by contract and the nature of the claim noted. These should be compared with contract terms and correspondence files to determine their
reasonableness.
3. The amounts in 1. and 2. above should be reviewed with the
treasurer and contract administration personnel as to the current
status of negotiations and their collectibility.
General

1. Discuss the collectibility of all accounts with the treasurer.
Ascertain that an allowance for estimated losses is provided if necessary.
2. Obtain or prepare a schedule of sundry receivables and request
confirmation of material amounts.
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Inventories
Physical inventory observation

1. Review the company's physical inventory instructions prior to
year end. Ascertain that the instructions are adequate in the circumstances.
2. We are to be present at all locations and observe the taking of
physical inventories by company employees. Observe counting procedures, review sales and purchase cutoff procedures, and make test
counts, listing some for later comparison to compiled inventories. We
must be satisfied that the procedures used will result in a reasonably
accurate inventory.
3. List last shipper and receiver numbers for later use in testing
cutoff.
4. Inquire as to the need for segregation of surplus and obsolete
inventory, if any. Ascertain that appropriate adjustment is made for
such inventories in the accounts.
Clerical

accuracy

1. Foot all inventory sheets, accumulate page totals, and reconcile
to the amount recorded in the general ledger.
2. Test extensions of all items over $1,000 and at least two items
per inventory page.
3. Trace physical inventory test counts into the compiled inventory
listings. Also investigate any large amounts on the compiled inventory
listings that do not appear to have been covered by our test counts.
Purchase and sales cutoff

1. Select 15 items shipped before and after year end from the sales
register and compare the invoice to the shipping document to see that
the merchandise was billed in the month shipped.
2. Select 15 receiving documents before and after year end and
compare these to vendors' invoices, noting month booked. The merchandise should be recorded during the month that it was received.
Physical Inventory
pricesraw materials and purchased parts

1. Select all items in the compiled inventory listings in excess of
$1,000 and 40 others; check cost by reference to Kardex records. Of
these items tested, select 20 and check Kardex cost (moving average)
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by reference to vendors' invoices.
2. With respect to general-use stores held for all contracts, check
market for all items in excess of $1,000 by reference to current purchases as recorded on the Kardex records.
3. Market value for materials purchased directly for in-process
contracts will be tested in connection with the examination of work
in process.
4. For all items selected for price tests (see 1. above) schedule
usage for past year as shown by the Kardex records and consider necessity of writing off all inventory quantities in excess of that usage.
Costs of materials that were purchased for a specific contract and
have become surplus or obsolete are amortized over the remaining
life of the contract.
Work

la

process

As the inventories of work in process of this company relate largely
to research and development type contracts and those calling for
prototype production or short-run production and thus contain a large
amount of engineering and experimental costs, they do not lend
themselves to the usual inventory taking and pricing techniques.
Physical inventories are taken with respect to all production contracts and materials and labor thereon are priced in the usual manner
to support book costs for these items. This pricing is done on the basis
of a bill of material prepared in manufacturing sequence. However,
because of the large amount of materials and labor used in experimental work, the pricing in this manner cannot support all of such
costs. Thus we must satisfy ourselves that these excess costs can be
absorbed over the life of the contract, permitting the company normal
profits. Inventories in process are priced at book costs except where the
remaining contract price is not sufficient to recover total estimated
unrecovered contract costs. Correct pricing of the inventory will
primarily depend on the accurate distribution of costs as they are
incurred and the proper costing of sales on an interim basis. The
effect of this pricing procedure is to price inventories at the lower
of cost (average) or market.
1. Obtain or prepare the following inventory schedules by contract in support of all year-end balances.
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I. Top summary
(1) December 31 inventory balance
(2) Estimated cost to complete contract
(3) Total estimated remaining cost (1) plus (2)
(4) Remaining contract sales price
(5) Provision for profit and administrative costs (as determined by
current year's experience)
(6) Net remaining sales price (4) minus (5)
(7) Potential contract loss: excess of (3) over (6)
II. Schedule of costs incurred to date
(1) Costs incurred in prior years (state material, labor, and burden
separately)
(2) Current year's costs (state material, labor, and burden separately)
(3) Cost of sales (segregate current and prior year's)
(4) Inventory balance at December 31 (1) plus (2) minus (3)
III. Schedule of estimated costs to complete (this is to be prepared
by contract item such as engineering review, tooling, drawings,
prototype, reports, production run, etc.)
(1) Dollar value of materials on order
(2) Dollar value of materials to be ordered
(3) Engineering labor hours to complete and extended dollar amount
(4) Production labor hours to complete and extended dollar amount
(5) Overhead rates and amounts
IV. Schedule of average cost of sales
(1) Total estimated contract costs
(2) Total units under contract
(3) Average contract unit cost (1) divided by (2)
(4) Units delivered
(5) Cost of sales to date (3) times (4)
(6) Cost of sales per books
(7) Difference
V. Contract excerpts
Review and prepare excerpts of all open contracts, giving details as
to units, unit price, target and ceiling price, and other pertinent contract data such as renegotiation and redetermination provisions.
2. Select six in-process contracts and check all costs charged
thereto for one month by reference to books of original entry and
original documents such as purchase invoices, receivers, and time
tickets. This is to test the accuracy of current year's cost input as
shown on Schedule II.
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3. With respect to C.P.F.F. contracts, determine that overhead
rates used are the provisional rates allowed by contract terms.
4. Compute actual overhead rates for the period under review.
With respect to C.P.F.F. contracts ascertain that the company is not
recording as an unbilled cost any amounts in excess of the difference
between actual overhead applicable to these contracts and recorded
overhead as permitted by provisional rates. See that overhead has
not been charged to fixed price contracts in excess of actual overhead
rates.
5. Prove the clerical accuracy of company computations for estimated costs to complete (Schedule III), compare them to contract
provisions, and review them for reasonableness with the project engineer and the controller.
6. Ascertain that appropriate adjustments of in-process inventories
are made to give effect to incorrect costing of sales as shown by Schedule IV and to write off all contract losses as shown on Schedule I.
Prepaid Expenses and Other Assets

1. Inspect insurance policies and trace premiums to the company's
insurance register. Test computation of prepaid insurance at year end.
2. Summarize insurance coverage and ascertain its general reasonableness.
3. Examine property tax bills, scheduling information necessary
for tax returns, and test the computation of the prepaid balance at
year end.
4. Obtain or prepare a summary schedule of changes in the accounts for patents and deferred proprietary development costs and
their related accounts for accumulated amortization. Support major
changes in the accounts by reference to invoices or other documents
and ascertain the propriety of the deferral of any development costs
by a review of market surveys, etc., in support of future salability of
the related product. Test the current year's amortization.
5. Check amortization computations with respect to deferred debenture expenses.
6. Obtain details with respect to other items. Ascertain that they
are proper charges against income of future periods and prove the
accuracy of year-end balances.
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Property, Plant, and Equipment

1. Prepare a summary schedule of changes in property, plant, and
equipment by general ledger account and related accumulated depreciation accounts, setting forth beginning and ending balances and stating separately additions, sales and retirements, and other changes.
2. Obtain a schedule of all purchases in excess of $500 and examine invoices in support of larger items. Physically examine assets
purchased with a cost in excess of $25,000.
3. Obtain a schedule of sales and retirements by individual asset,
showing dates purchased and sold, cost, accumulated depreciation,
net carrying amount, sales price, and gain or loss. This detail should
be checked to detail property records and related general ledger
accounts.
4. Prepare an adding machine tape of the current year's provision for depreciation by account from the detail property records and
reconcile this with credits to the accumulated depreciation accounts
and charges to costs and expenses.
5. Test the calculations of current year's depreciation as shown
for 20 items in the detail property records.
6. Review the propriety of depreciation rates in effect.
7. Obtain information with respect to proposed major additions
to property, plant, and equipment and any major expansion program.
Notes Payable to Bank

1. Examine and prepare excerpts of the loan agreement. See that
the company is not in default under terms of the agreement.
2. Obtain confirmation directly from the bank with respect to the
balance at year end and terms of the note. (This is usually accomplished on the A.I.C.P.A. standard bank confirmation form.)
3. Check computation of accrued interest.
Trade Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses

1. Obtain a trial balance (tabulated listing) of unpaid invoices
as of December 31, including handwritten schedules of unrecorded
liabilities which record invoices received too late for inclusion in
the tabulated listing and receivers dated prior to year end for which
invoices have not yet been received.
2. Reclassify debit balances and amounts due employees if material.
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3. Obtain available vendors' statements and have company reconcile all statements with balances in excess of $500 to the trial balance.
4. Request confirmation as of year end directly from 30 large
vendors. A review of the tabulated purchase listings for the most recent
four months will indicate which vendors should be sent confirmation
requests. Reconcile replies to the trial balance.
5. Ascertain that the receiving department has forwarded to
purchasing all receivers dated prior to year end. Examine all unrecorded (unmatched) invoices and receivers in the purchasing department
for amounts applicable to the period under review.
6. Select 30 items at random from the January voucher register
and examine supporting invoices and receivers for amounts which
should have been recorded during the period under audit.
7. Check accrued property taxes by reference to the tax bills,
noting date of payment of first installment.
8. Check computation of accrued sales taxes by reference to tax
column in sales register and the list of purchases subject to use tax.
Test companys' computation of use tax by selecting 30 invoices from
the voucher register for expense type materials and satisfy yourself
that the invoice contains the tax or that the amount is listed on the
use tax schedule.
9. Review other liability accounts. Check for accuracy and reasonableness.
Pay Rolls and Pay Roll Taxes

1. Check accrued pay rolls by reference to the short period listing
by individual employee prepared in support thereof. Compare this
for reasonableness to the gross pay roll for the first full pay period
ending after year end, noting end of pay period and date paid.
2. Accrued vacation pay is supported at year end by a detail listing
of employees showing hire date, pay rate, vacation hours earned, and
gross vacation pay accrued. Select 10 employees, and by reference
to personnel files check hire date, pay rate, and vacation due. Ascertain that the vacation accrual is in accordance with company policy
and the Union agreement.
3. Check the pay roll tax liability, including amounts withheld
from employees, by reference to the pay roll register.
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Other Liabilities

1. Check the company's computation of federal taxes on income
and have our tax department review these computations. Note in
our papers the years reviewed and closed by the Internal Revenue
Service and the results of their examination.
2. Review company profits for the year under review, and individual contract profits for the same period to determine the amount,
if any, of possible liability for refunds under redetermination clauses
in the contracts or under renegotiation proceedings.
3. Secure letters from the company's attorneys setting forth particulars and status of any judgments or pending litigation.
4. Obtain confirmation directly from the transfer agent as to the
face amount of outstanding debentures. See that the company is not
in violation of the terms of the indenture and check the computation
of accrued interest.
Stockholders' Equity

1. Obtain confirmation directly from the transfer agent as to the
number of shares of common and preferred stock outstanding at
year end.
2. Obtain or prepare an analysis of all stockholders' equity accounts. Check transactions by reference to directors' and/or stockholders' approval as recorded in minutes of meetings.
3. Read and prepare excerpts of all meetings held by directors
and stockholders during the year and up until the completion of the
examination.
Operations

1. Compare income and expense account balances for the year
with those of the prior year and investigate major variations. Obtain
analyses of major entries to accounts having unusually large balances.
Examine invoices and other data in support of such entries and unusual
transactions.
2. Obtain an analysis of all charges to legal and professional expense accounts and examine invoices in support thereof as a method
of disclosing unrecorded liabilities and contingent liabilities.
3. Obtain all data necessary for the preparation of income tax
returns and the annual report on Form 10-K to the Securities and
Exchange Commission.

